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Abstract 

Background: Cognitive reserve describes the capacity for cognitively normal functioning 

despite brain damage. Previous research on cognitive reserve outlined how characteristics of 

the brain promote good cognitive functioning, although it is not yet clear what cognitive 

processes help individuals to maintain good cognitive functioning in the face of brain 

damage. 

Methods: Narrative review of relevant articles identified in literature searches for cognitive 

and/or psychometric characteristics of cognitive reserve. 

Results: The existing evidence on cognitive processes of cognitive reserve is extremely 

sparse. Results from a diverse set of studies suggest that cognitive reserve may comprise 

verbal memory and executive functions. 

Conclusions: We propose that cognitive reserve consists of a combination of elaborate 

networks of mental representations and proficient executive functioning. Future studies are 

required to validate the proposed mechanism of cognitive reserve. 
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1. Introduction 

Cognitive reserve refers to a puzzling discrepancy between observed and expected cognitive 

function considering underlying brain pathology [1, 2]. Based on the information obtained using 

currently available methods, the capacity to maintain good cognitive function cannot be explained 

by the level of brain pathology. For instance, brain scans show significant brain atrophy although 

cognitive functioning scores fall within the normal range. To date, the cognitive processes that 

help some individuals to maintain a better level of functioning have not been identified. Barulli 

and Stern (2013) emphasized that “identifying the particular cognitive strategies or compensatory 

mechanisms [of cognitive reserve] may help to identify the underlying neural mechanisms, as well 

as point towards effective interventions” *3+. Previous research focused mainly on investigation of 

the neurobiological differences between individuals with lower and higher cognitive functioning [4, 

5] to define the characteristics of brain reserve and neural reserve. Here, we discuss the scientific 

literature on cognitive differences with the aim of providing an improved understanding of the 

cognitive processes involved in cognitive reserve. Since, by definition, cognitive reserve is 

‘software’ that operates on a neural basis [1], it is essential to understand the cognitive processes 

involved. The available evidence on cognitive processes indicates that cognitive reserve may be 

the result of a combination of elaborate networks of mental representations and proficient 

executive functioning. 

2. Literature Search Process 

A literature search of the PubMed, PsycINFO, and Google Scholar databases was performed in 

February 2017. Search terms included ‘cognitive reserve’, ‘brain reserve’, and ‘neural reserve’. No 

further terms or filters were applied. Relevant studies were categorized as either ‘reviews’, 

including any type of review or meta-analysis or ‘primary evidence studies’, including experiments 

and longitudinal and cross-sectional studies. In addition, manual searches were performed based 

on references from identified studies and to identify further studies by authors working on 

cognitive reserve. After an initial title/abstract screening, a total of 78 full-text (n = 24 reviews; n = 

41 primary evidence studies; n = 13 manual search) were identified as relevant regarding the 

provision of information on cognitive reserve. There is no standardized way to assess cognitive 

reserve. Cognitive reserve was usually assessed on the basis of level of education, sometimes in 

combination with other markers such as occupation and reading level. However, every study 

provided valuable information on trajectories of cognitive functioning with respect to cognitive 

reserve. 

3. Brain, Neural, and Cognitive Reserve 

The brain pathology found in patients with dementia normally leads to the corresponding 

clinical symptomatology; however, some individuals seem better able to compensate for brain 

pathology. Brain, neural, and cognitive reserves are thought to contribute to resilience against 

developing clinical symptoms in the face of brain pathology. Brain reserve describes differences in 
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quantitative aspects of the brain [3], such as weight, number of neurons or synapses [6], and 

intracranial volume [7]. Several studies have shown that a higher level of education is associated 

with these quantitative aspects of the brain. A review by Morbelli and Nobili (2014) summarized 

the findings of previous studies showing that a higher level of education is associated with 

increased regional cortical thickness in healthy controls but also inversely correlated with regional 

cortical thickness in patients with Alzheimer’s disease (AD) [8]. A review by Bartres–Faz and 

Arenaza–Urquijo (2011) further discussed the association between education and a reduced 

intracranial volume, smaller head size, and the rate of hippocampal atrophy [5]. Neural reserve 

(quantitative aspects of the brain at the neural level) additionally promotes efficient brain 

functioning [9]. For instance, individuals with a higher level of education seem to have diminished 

age-related alterations in cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) biomarkers of AD [9], such as a lower amyloid 

load [10], which is important for preservation of synaptic plasticity [11]. However, the state of the 

brain does not explain why some individuals, such as those with a higher level of education, do not 

show clinical symptoms of dementia. The capacity to ‘withhold’ clinical symptomatology and to 

maintain a good cognitive functioning is known as ‘cognitive reserve’ [1]. 

To understand cognitive reserve, researchers explored functional processes in the brain. These 

functional processes are also referred to as neural compensation because it appears that 

individuals with high cognitive reserve recruit alternative networks to compensate for the 

pathological disruption [6, 12]. Research findings demonstrate that cognitive reserve draws on the 

ventral and dorsal attention systems [13, 14], including the anterior cingulate cortex and the 

dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (DLPFC) [15]. Individuals with high cognitive reserve seem to 

compensate for brain pathology by recruiting the contralateral DLPFC and by shifting brain 

networks from the posterior to anterior region [5, 8, 16]. Moreover, individuals with high cognitive 

reserve can tolerate more atrophy in the primary network before engaging a secondary, 

compensatory network [4]. Better functional connectivity between brain areas [8, 17] and 

increased frequency of high resting-state global functional connectivity [18] also seem to play a 

role, although the exact mechanisms are unclear at this point. Nevertheless, several theories have 

been proposed to account for these mechanisms. The scaffolding theory of aging and cognition 

claims that cognitive reserve represents the capacity to adapt to structural alterations by 

functional reorganization [3, 19]. The compensation-related utilization of neural circuits 

hypothesis (CRUNCH) suggests that cognitive reserve is the capacity to use neural circuits 

efficiently to compensate for those that are impaired [19], whereas the model on hemispheric 

asymmetry reduction in older adults (HAROLD) suggests that cognitive reserve may only be the 

capacity to use additional brain circuits [19]. To characterize the compensational process and the 

underlying mechanism, we first need to understand the cognitive processes of cognitive reserve. 

3.1 Attributes of Cognitive Processes of Cognitive Reserve 

Cognitive reserve is an active process of counteracting the effects of brain pathology based on 

either compensatory strategies [6, 20] or alternate cognitive strategies [1, 21]. It is an entirely 

functional process [12]. The critical threshold of brain pathology at which symptomatology can be 

withheld differs between individuals [1]. Thus, cognitive reserve capacities differ between 

individuals and are depleted over time with progressive pathology [2, 22]. Importantly, cognitive 

reserve cannot be explained by genetic factors [23] but is acquired through a lifetime of 
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intellectual activities [3, 21], such as education, cognitive training, and participation in intellectual 

pursuits [24]. Thus, it is modifiable [12] and can be increased through interventions [25]. 

Education seems to be a factor contributing to a better cognitive reserve [7, 26, 27]. Studies have 

shown that high occupational demands preserve cognitive functioning and reduce dementia risk, 

indicating that occupational activities designed to challenge executive cognitive functions and 

information processing abilities also seem to increase cognitive reserve [28-30]. Cognitive 

interventions designed to improve reasoning abilities (in contrast to processing speed, memory, 

and no intervention) may also contribute to a better cognitive reserve because they not only 

improve cognitive functioning, but also significantly improve functioning in daily life (i.e., diminish 

dementia symptomatology [31, 32]). Recent studies suggest that bilingualism also contributes to 

cognitive reserve [33]. Accordingly, it is likely that intellectual activities that stimulate the use of 

higher cognitive abilities, such as executive functioning and reasoning, contribute to better 

maintenance of brain function. It is also likely that these cognitive abilities are critically involved in 

the mechanisms necessary for coping with brain damage. 

3.2 Findings on Cognition in Population-based Studies 

Since, by definition, cognitive reserve is ‘software’ that operates on a neural basis, it is cognitive 

processes operating in the brain that allow better cognitive function and fewer clinical symptoms 

in some individuals. Investigations of the role of factors such as education on cognitive reserve 

indicated that the cognitive processes of cognitive reserve are related to verbal memory and 

executive cognitive functioning. Longitudinal community-based studies of individuals aged 65+ 

showed that higher education was associated with superior performance in tests of verbal 

knowledge [34] as well as better performance in information processing [35, 36]. Similar results 

were obtained in a study conducted in a cohort of individuals aged between 20 and 65 years [37]. 

Results from the British 1946 Birth Cohort confirmed associations between a higher level of 

education and better performance in verbal memory and processing abilities [38]. A meta-analysis 

of the effects of cognitive leisure activities on cognitive reserve also suggested that superior 

performance in verbal memory, executive functioning, and processing speed may play a role in the 

cognitive processes of cognitive reserve [39]. Evaluation of mental work demands also suggested 

that better verbal memory contributes to cognitive reserve [40, 41]. Findings from two 

population-based longitudinal cohort studies conducted in Japan and the UK emphasized that 

complex work with people is particularly associated with a higher performance in verbal memory 

tasks [42, 43]. There is insufficient published evidence to conclude that mental work demands 

affect executive abilities. Bilingualism, another factor contributing to cognitive reserve, is well-

known to enhance executive abilities [44]. However, each of these studies investigated only the 

cognitive outcome. When taking into account brain pathology, such as white matter 

hyperintensities, education seems to be the main factor associated with better executive 

functioning in old age [45, 46]. 

3.3 Cognitive Findings in Patient Studies 

The most important characteristic of cognitive reserve is that it preserves cognitive 

performance despite brain pathology. Studies in patients with AD, and thus with brain pathology, 

show a faster decline in individuals with a higher level of education (e.g., findings from a 
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community-based multi-ethnic prospective cohort study in New York [47] and findings from 

patients at a French memory center [48]), suggesting that once cognitive reserve is depleted, the 

pathology is already so advanced that cognitive function declines rapidly. Only a few studies have 

investigated the decline of specific cognitive domains. In a Japanese hospital, AD patients who had 

a high level of education maintained superior verbal fluency (category) despite clinical symptoms 

[49]. Findings of a longitudinal population study in Southern France (PAQUID) revealed that, 

despite clinical dementia symptomatology, a higher level of education was associated with better 

performance in the Stroop effect and verbal learning tests [50]. Based on those findings, it can be 

speculated that better verbal memory and executive functioning might be key resources of 

cognitive reserve. Regarding bilingualism, one patient study on cognitive decline in bilingual 

dementia patients revealed that the nondominant language is a resource for the cognitive reserve 

when the dominant language is compromised [51]. Hence, it seems that AD patients with 

dementia actively compensate for lost memories by searching for semantic alternatives. Overall, 

however, there is only a limited number of studies investigating specific cognitive abilities (as 

opposed to global cognitive functioning) in patients. A major criterion of cognitive reserve is that 

individuals do not show clinical symptoms despite pathology; therefore, studies in which 

participants are all diagnosed with AD will not be particularly informative. 

4. Previous Theories on the Cognitive Processes of Cognitive Reserve 

To date, only one model related to cognitive processes in cognitive reserve has been published. 

‘Residual memory variance’ represents the discrepancy between an individual’s predicted and 

actual memory performance [22]. This residual correlates with verbal intelligence [52] and 

resilience to dementia [2], but not with indicators of brain pathology [52]. It is also associated with 

the rate of decline in executive function [53], highlighting the idea that memory and executive 

function play a key role in cognitive reserve. Although ‘residual memory variance’ is a useful 

approximation of cognitive reserve, this is limited by the dependence of the residual in memory 

performance on a demography-related average (i.e., the residual is derived by comparing the 

performance between individuals in the sample) and it has it been questioned whether cognitive 

reserve is just a deviation from the norm. Furthermore, this approximation infers that cognitive 

reserve is merely memory, while evidence implies that this is not the case [54]. Hence, the 

‘residual memory variance’ model serves as a good estimate of cognitive reserve but does not 

explain the underlying mechanisms. 

Other researchers suggest that the cognitive processes of cognitive reserve involve strategies 

for the use of memories and knowledge. Zahodne et al. (2015) proposed that conscious strategies 

may help older adults compensate for brain damage [2]. Lövdén et al. (2012) suggested that 

people use knowledge-based strategies to perform daily tasks efficiently [55]. Aronov et al. (2015) 

suggested that better cognitive functioning may be related to an increased use of external 

memory strategies [56]. The use of strategies is a concept that is common to all those theories. 

Executive functioning is the major cognitive ability required to develop and employ these 

strategies. As outlined in the previous section, executive functioning and verbal memory are 

superior in individuals with a higher level of education. Accordingly, it is reasonable to assume that 

executive functions play a role in cognitive reserve. However, most studies involved tests of verbal 

memory, while the relevance of implicit or procedural memory was not investigated. Even 
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assuming that better verbal memory and executive functioning enhance the ability of individuals 

to cope with brain damage, the mechanism underlying this advantage remains to be elucidated. 

4.1 Memories and Mental Representations in Cognitive Reserve 

Verbal memories, or memories of any kind, guide behavior in everyday life. They allow us to 

recognize things and to make sense of the world. Therefore, it is not surprising that better verbal 

memory predicts a greater ability to manage the activities of daily life [57]. Memories are mental 

representations of the world and contain information on attributes, actions, shape, and categories 

[58, 59]. Mental representations are connected in networks of information constructed by 

experience (see example Figure 1). They can be retrieved or activated, and decay if not used [60]. 

Combinations of mental representations in webs or networks are also referred to as a web of 

connections, semantic webs, schema, mental lexicons, and mental models, etc. Each of these 

terms describes how mental representations reflect structural relations between parts of the real 

world and are based on a theoretical construct that predicts behavior [59, 61]. An important 

aspect of these networks is that one mental representation acts as a cue that activates associated 

mental representations through priming. Priming occurs when perceiving or thinking about one 

thing activates semantically-related mental representations [62]. If memories decay due to 

dementia pathology, individuals can still use other mental representations in the network to which 

the original mental representation was once connected as a reference. Meta-analysis of 

experimental studies have shown that prior knowledge (as represented in networks of mental 

representations) serves as a schematic support that aids memory recall in older adults [63], in 

some cases enabling a memory performance similar to that of younger adults [64]. Individuals 

with more exhaustive connections between mental representations may thus, be able to 

compensate for lost representations. Networks of mental representations are experience-

dependent; therefore, the level and content of education can be used to build up this type of 

knowledge base [65-67]. Other intellectual activities can have the same effect. For instance, 

physicians build up mental representations of medical diagnostic knowledge [68], engineers build 

up mental representations of mechanical devices [69], and musicians build up mental 

representations of musical meters [70]. 

 

Figure 1 Network of mental representations 
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The importance of networks of knowledge for dealing with memory deficiencies has already 

been demonstrated in studies with amnestic patients. Although amnestic patients cannot recall 

certain information, they can recognize information, respond to retrieval cues, and show effects of 

proactive interference [71, 72]. The use of representations that are associated in the network 

could explain the relatively high level of brain activity in the elderly. This enhanced brain activity, a 

form of ‘over-activation’, may appear to be nonselective and redundant *73], yet it helps people to 

rebuild the lost mental representation. As indicated in a review by Bullmore and Sporns (2009), 

studies of brain networks have shown that, in elderly individuals with structural brain 

perturbations, over-connectedness is necessary to provide the same level of efficiency as in the 

brains of younger individuals [74]. Over-activation has been observed as a sign of pathological de-

differentiation that occurs in the aging brain. Even so, extended networks of mental 

representations can help people deal with their daily activities. In fact, mental representations 

seem to be resistant to the effects of age. Older adults tend to have a greater knowledge of the 

meanings of words and maintain these expert skills as well as their semantic priming effects for 

the duration of a very long life [75]. Accordingly, mental representations are good candidates as 

contributors to cognitive reserve. 

Networks of mental representations have additional advantages in the face of a degenerating 

brain. Mental models help individuals to process information more efficiently because they reduce 

the working memory load [76]. When working memory declines – due to age or pathology – 

mental models may compensate for that. Organized mental representations are also fundamental 

to human reasoning. They contain information on conditionals, categories, probabilities, and 

causal relations [77]. People extend mental models to the real world by using principles of 

equiprobability and proportionality [78]. This helps them to make accurate judgments on real 

world problems and adapt behavior efficiently. Hence, if a mental representation decays (as in 

dementia), associated mental representations that reflect rules on conditionals, categories, or 

probabilities may help individuals to guess what the right behavior should be. Education can help 

to build up networks of mental representations that are useful to successfully manage life. Useful 

networks of mental representations could, for instance, be manifested in superior reasoning skills 

[79]. Education is thought to be a major contributor to cognitive reserve; therefore, mental 

representations may constitute the underlying mechanism. 

4.2 Executive Functioning in Cognitive Reserve 

By default, people with a better verbal memory have more elaborate networks of mental 

representations, which are also necessary to perform daily tasks. However, to deal with lost 

memories, it is necessary to reconnect, identify, or compensate for deficits. This is achieved by 

executive functioning. Executive functions are “control processes responsible for planning, 

assembling, coordinating, sequencing, and monitoring other cognitive operations [80+”, such as 

recalling memories, problem-solving [81], decision-making, and logical reasoning [82]. Erroneous 

reasoning, for instance, is instigated by limitations in executive resources [83]. Empirically, better 

executive functioning is associated with less impairments in the activities of daily life [84] even 

after taking into account the effects of age and education [85]. In fact, executive functioning 

abilities moderate differences in memories related to accomplishing the activities of daily life [86]. 

Individuals with a higher level of education have a less rapid decline in executive functioning 
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during the onset of AD [87], suggesting that they are able to maintain better executive functioning 

despite the progression of pathology. AD patients with higher levels of education were similarly 

able to maintain a higher level of executive cognitive functioning than AD patients with poor 

education [50]. The important role of education in the mechanism responsible for cognitive 

reserve is supported by the observation that, in more highly educated individuals, executive 

functions seem to be relatively resilient to AD disease progression. Moreover, executive 

functioning is a core cognitive domain affected in AD; emphasizing the connection between AD 

symptomatology and the level of executive abilities. Thus, individuals with better executive 

abilities are less likely to be diagnosed with AD, another fact that supports the importance of 

executive functions in mechanism of cognitive reserve. 

The precise location of executive functioning in the brain is difficult to establish. The fronto-

parietal network appears to be a key site of executive functions [88], but different aspects of 

executive functioning, such as inhibition, maintenance, or monitoring, can be assigned to 

completely different regions of the brain [89]. Reasoning, for instance, is a concerted co-operation 

between several distinct brain areas [90] involving the anterior prefrontal, prefrontal, and right 

posterior parietal cortices [91] as well as the anterior insula, ventrolateral and DLPFC [92, 93]. 

Logical reasoning has the particular characteristic that it requires shifting brain networks [94]. The 

capacity to shift brain networks could be beneficial in the face of brain damage. Looking directly at 

strategies for encoding memories, brain imaging studies indicate that the brain areas used vary 

significantly between individuals [88, 95]. The difficulty in assigning executive functioning a 

specific brain area indicates that this ability may be more resilient to brain damage and play a 

significant role in cognitive reserve. 

5. Cognitive Processes of Cognitive Reserve 

Based on available research findings, cognitive processes of cognitive reserve may involve 

mental representations and their associated networks, as well as executive functions (Table 1). 

Mental representations are the memories and knowledge that individuals have acquired during 

their lifetime and that they need in order to cope with daily life. Mental representation networks 

consist of connections between numerous mental representations and their features, which 

individuals can use either to rebuild a lost mental representation or, at least, to guess the 

appropriate behavior. Executive functioning represents the strategy by which individuals cope 

cognitively with lost mental representations. Executive functions are necessary to make sense of 

the ‘incomplete’ activation pattern and to produce an adequate behavior, for instance by using 

analogous or logical reasoning or developing a compensation strategy. An example is illustrated 

graphically in Figure 2. The concept emphasizes that cognitive reserve is the combination of both 

an elaborate network of mental representations and effective executive functioning. An elaborate 

network of mental representations alone is not useful because executive functioning is required to 

make sense of the remaining information. Similarly, executive functioning alone is not useful 

because there is insufficient information to rebuild an idea of the lost mental representation – like 

a cook with an empty fridge. 

An important aspect of this conceptual approach to cognitive reserve is that the ‘magnitude’ of 

cognitive reserve depends on the characteristics of mental representations. Environmental factors 

such as education, and occupational and leisure activities build up mental representations, which 
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are reinforced by re-activation of mental representations in later life (e.g., in leisure activities or 

cognitive training). This concept predicts that individuals with more elaborate networks of mental 

representations have a higher cognitive reserve and that cognitive reserve is depleted by damage 

to these mental representations. Moreover, the concept also predicts that cognitive reserve 

depends on cognitive strategies acquired throughout the lifetime of an individual. Interventions 

that enhance executive functions should improve the capacity to tolerate brain damage compared 

to those that improve only working memory or processing speed. Similarly, the concept predicts 

that cognitive reserve is reduced by disorders associated with impaired executive functioning, 

such as depression [96] or schizophrenia [97]. Other factors that influence cognition in old age, 

such as genetics, vascular health, physical activity, and diet also influence cognitive health [98] and 

brain systems including structure, function and neurochemistry [99] and could therefore, also 

influence the cognitive abilities associated with cognitive reserve. 

Table 1 Quick facts 

Concept Attributes of the concept 

Cognitive reserve Capacity for normal cognitive function despite brain damage 

 Active mechanism for coping with brain damage 

 Threshold differs between individuals 

 Depleted with progressing pathology 

 Acquired through intellectual activities and can be modified 

Mental representations Memories that reflect parts of the real world 

 Comprise information on attributes, actions, shape, categories, etc. 

 
Constructed by experience, re-activated by use, and decay if not 

used 

 Resistant to aging 

 
Connected to other mental representations in a network, such as 

schemas, mental models, semantic webs and others 

 
Cued by activation of connected mental representations in the 

network (priming) 

Executive Functions 
Mental control processes, such as planning, decision-making, and 

reasoning 

 
Distributed across various areas in the brain and may involve shifting 

of brain networks  

 Associated with less impairment in daily life despite brain pathology 
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Figure 2 Processing of stimuli through a network of mental representations and executive 

functioning in the face of lost memories – possible mechanism of cognitive reserve. Black 

box = lost memory 

More refined measures of brain structure and function are needed to explain how executive 

cognitive abilities compensate for brain pathology. Models of neurocognitive aging (CRUNCH, 

HAROLD, scaffolding, dedifferentiation, see also Section 3 and [100]) must be extended to address 

characteristics of functional connectivity. Connectivity has been shown to be an important factor 

in maintaining cognitive performance in old age [101] and may be more relevant to understanding 

human cognition than blood-oxygen level-dependent (BOLD) signals alone [102]. BOLD signals in 

fMRI imaging do not necessarily reflect differences in neuronal processing and can be 

misinterpreted [103], especially when studying age-related differences [103, 104]. Techniques that 

offer a higher temporal resolution of electrophysiological signals could reveal interactions 

between cortical brain areas [105] that might be core processes involved in cognitive reserve. It is 

likely that the complex interplay of executive cognitive abilities with mental representations in the 

face of brain pathology cannot be revealed by current imaging techniques and more temporal and 

locally sensitive techniques are required. 

6. Conclusion 

Although the possible neurobiological characteristics of cognitive reserve have been 

investigated by several researchers [3, 25], the cognitive processes that help some individuals 

maintain a better level of functioning despite brain damage remain to be identified. Here, we have 

outlined the findings on cognitive processes that seem to be involved in cognitive reserve, and 

indicate that cognitive reserve may be the result of a combination of elaborate networks of 

mental representations and proficient executive functioning. On the one hand, this conceptual 

approach provides attributes that can be tested and, on the other hand, permits the prediction of 

an outcome given certain attributes. Accordingly, our conceptual approach provides the necessary 

characteristics for a conceptual model of cognitive reserve [13]. 

Further studies are required to test the assumptions of the concept and refine the components 

of the proposed concept. Table 2 outlines some of the important outstanding questions and future 

directives. Therein, false non-significant effects are just as important as significant findings 
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because they clarify the cognitive processes that help some individuals to maintain a better level 

of cognitive functioning. Evidently, models of neurocognitive aging need to be extended to 

incorporate specific cognitive abilities that are measurable and describe how they relate to 

functional connectivity. To investigate cognitive processes at a neurological level with respect to 

the progression of AD pathology, new techniques with a higher temporal resolution are required. 

Carefully controlled experimental designs that combine rest and task data from different 

modalities [106] can then reveal information on the interplay of executive cognitive abilities with 

mental representations in the face of brain pathology. 

Table 2 Outstanding questions and future directives 

Outstanding questions and future directives 

Does the ‘magnitude’ of cognitive reserve correspond to the density of mental representations, 

and is it depleted when most of the mental representations are lost? 

What are the features of mental models, schemas, semantic webs, etc. in individuals with high 

compared to low cognitive reserve? 

How does cueing or priming of associated mental representations affect behavioral response in 

cases of brain damage? 

How does education and other lifetime experiences build ‘useful’ networks of mental 

representations and what characteristics make them useful in the damaged brain?  

Does the re-activation of mental representations in later life – e.g., through leisure activities or 

cognitive training – increase cognitive reserve in a dose-dependent manner? 

Are elaborated networks of mental representations a means to boosting working memory (and 

can this compensate for loss in processing speed in old age)? 

What exactly do we mean by executive functioning (inhibition, monitoring, selection, sustained 

attention, reasoning, etc.) and how does this impact cognitive reserve? 

Do interventions designed to improve executive functions enhance cognitive reserve more than 

those designed to improve working memory or processing speed? Do interventions designed to 

improve other cognitive strategies, such as regulation of emotion and social skills contribute to 

a specific cognitive reserve in that area of daily life? 

Is the capacity to shift brain networks a key characteristic of proficient executive functioning 

and does this capacity predict a better cognitive performance in the face of brain damage? 

Do disorders that damage executive functioning also damage cognitive reserve? 
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